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THE MAGAZINE OF FOOD , FARM , AND RESOURCE ISS 'UES 

Fourth Quarter 1996 

Special issue on economic education-K-12, college, and beyond 



Findings 

What agricultural and resource economists are finding about food, farm, and resource issues.* 

• Student absenteeism strongly affects class performance, and teachers and departments can communicate this 
relationship to students, assign the most skilled teachers to introductory and core courses, use frequent quiz
zes, provide incentives for classroom interaction, and schedule classes between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 
encourage attendance-say Devadoss and Foltz. 

• For PhD students, a light-direction mentoring system with their major professor, in contrast to sink-or-swim and 
command-and-control extremes, seems to improve student performance and satisfaction-says Perry. 

• Fiber-health awareness campaigns that target those with less than a college education will likely have a high 
pay-off-say Variyam, Blaylock, and Smallwood. 

• The farm-level price for organic produce can best be stimulated, not by controlling supply through marketing 
orders or cooperatives or stricter certification standards, but by reducing wholesaling costs and providing 
education and advertising programs initially targeted toward higher-income consumers-say Park and Lohr. 

• Given monopsony and monopoly power by lemon retailers , the 1994 termination of the California and Arizona 
federal marketing order for lemons has resulted in higher spreads between the retail and FOB lemon price, a 
circumstance unfavorable to lemon producers and consumers-say Richards and coauthors. 

• The benefits of a ban on a specific postharvest pesticide used in fresh grapefruit packing houses outweigh the 
costs of fruit losses-say Buzby, Ready, and Skees. 

• Government programs to compensate farmers for damage done by wildlife should be linked to evidence of 
farmer attempts to abate damage-say Rollins and Briggs. 

• Most farmers do not hedge to reduce risk because the costs of hedging-including brokerage fees and initial 
margin deposits, and the opportunity cost of time to follow the futures markets and complete more complex tax 
returns-are relatively high-says Lence. 

-Findings are taken from recently or soon-to-be published research in the American Journal of Agricultural Economics, Journal of Agricultural 
and Resource Economics, Review of Agricultural Economics, Journal of Agricultural Economics Research, Journal of Agricultural and Applied 
Economics, Agricultural and Resource Economics Review, Land Economics, Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 
Agribusiness-An International Journal, and other journals that publish the research findin!';ls of agricultural and resource economists. 
Abbreviated citations are found on page 41 . 

ON OUR COVER-This issue pays special attention to education. Many agricultural 
economists contribute to the educational process, sometimes in ways we would not 
imagine. For example, some actively contribute to K-12 education. Others may 
design and provide dramatically new kinds of college and post-college education, far 
removed from traditional in-class, on-campus lectures. Others work in more usual 
ways to continually change college departments and curricula at the margins to 
maintain relevance for our students. And of course the effect of education on the lives 
of students, and indeed on society more generally, overlays our interest in the educa
tional process. These are some of the issues our authors discuss, illustrated on our 
cover by artist Linda Emmerson in Scherenschnitte (paper cutting) . 
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by Clifton R. Wharton , Jr . • 1 Guest Editorial 1 

Our Nation's Best Investment 

Clifton R. Wharton, Jr. has served as 
president of Michigan State University, 
chancellor of State University of New 
York System, chairman and CEO of 
TIAA-CREF, and most recently, deputy 
secretary of state. 

After more than twenry-five years in 
the education business, I have an even 
stronger sense of awe and gratitude for 
our nation's system of higher educa
tion-both public and private-a sys
tem that is the envy of the rest of the 
world. The fact that last year some 
452,635 foreign students attended 
American colleges and universities must 
tell us something about the qualiry, 
availabiliry, and variery that our sys
tem offers. That, by the way, is by far 
the largest number of foreign students 
attending college in any country. 

Each year I have seen more and more 
women and members of minority 
groups march in the commencement 
lines, giving greater strength and cred-

ibiliry to the diversiry that is America, 
and proving that affirmative action in 
higher education has not been a failure. 

I marvel at the effortS of our educa
tional system, not only to keep abreast 
of technological, scientific, and social 
advances in the curricula, but also to 
generate through research the new 
knowledge necessary to carry us into 
the twenry-first century and address all 
the challenges it brings. 

If anything is truly in the national 
interest, it is education. These are not 
expenditures in pure consumption, like 
prisons, farm subsidies, or jet fighters. 
Rather, they earn a lifelong return for 
both the individual and sociery far be
yond the initial cost. 

Today, however, we seem to be los
ing sight of the vast benefi ts from our 
investments in education as more and 
more attention is focused on perceived 
deficiencies, particularly at the primary 
and secondary level. Yes, there are prob
lems, and these inevitably follow too 
many students into college and result 
in necessary remedial courses. The time 
has come, I think, to address these 
problems by acknowledging that invest
ments in education at all levels are in
vestments in human capital. 

Today, too, policy emphasis has 
more to do with accounting than with 
investment, balancing the federal bud
get at all costs by trimming or abolish
ing social programs, such as education 
assistance. Between 1980 and 1994, tu
ition at four-year public colleges rose 
by 86 percent, while the maximum Pell 
Grant award declined by more than 25 
percent in real value. The current out
look in Washington for improvement 
is anything but bright. And states, feel
i~g the squeeze, also are cutting back. 

This is so shortSighted. If you ques-

tion the val ue of a degree as an invest
ment, consider this: In 1992 the aver
age ann ual ea rnings of a high-school 
graduate was about $18,700 . For a per
so n with a BA degree, however, that 
figure was almost $33,000. A recent 
study suggests that each additional year 
of formal schooling is associated with a 
5 to 15 percent increase in annual earn
ings later in life. What a tremendous 
boon this is not only to the individual 
but to the total economy! 

W hat I am getti ng at is that there is 
something dreadfully wrong with an ap
proach that diminishes our investment 
in productive human capital , which is 
the foundation of our national wealth. 
In an age of increas ing global competi
tion and escalating technology, why 
would we in the U nited States deliber
ately make it more difficult to acquire 
an education? AJ .. e we so blind that we 
risk economic suicide by scorning our 
greatest comparative advantages and by 
turning leadership over to other nations? 

It is crime, disease, welfare, social 
disruptions, and mental illness that are 
truly expen ive. Investment in people 
so that they can behave intelligently and 
work productively is cheap by compari
son. And in today's highly competitive 
global economy, so heav ily based on 
service industries, scientific enterprises, 
finance, foreign trade, medicine, com
munications, and advanced technolo
gies, an energetic, enlightened people 
is the finest resource that the nation or 
state can possess. Higher education IS 

our nation's best invesunent. 
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